
Your home has been fitted with a mechanical 
heat recovery ventilation (MVHR) system 
with cooling module, MR-ECO-COOL-V.
The system operates by continuously extracting air from the 
kitchens and wet rooms of your property (e.g. bathrooms, en-
suite, utility areas). Simultaneously the MVHR draws air from 
outside, filters it and either, passes it through a heat exchanger 
to temper it before supplying the air to the habitable rooms (i.e. 
bedrooms and living rooms), or bypasses the heat exchanger 
on warmer days.

The MVHR constantly monitors inside and outside temperatures 
and aims to maintain a comfortable indoor temperature at 
all times. If “Winter Mode” is selected on the Summer/Winter 
switch, the MVHR will recover heat at all times. Selecting 
“Summer Mode” means that the MVHR will target a lower 
internal temperature during the warmer months. 

In addition to extracting moisture laden air from kitchens 
and wet rooms to improve internal air quality, protecting the 
internal fabric from condensation and providing a healthier 
living environment, the system will also cool supply air on the 
warmest days.

Your ventilation system is fitted with a cooling module which 
cools air supplied to living rooms and bedrooms and exhausts 
unwanted heat to atmosphere. 

The MR-ECO-COOL-V is not an air conditioning unit, but it will 
significantly reduce the temperature of the fresh supply air 
during the hottest days of summer.

 
How does it work? 
Your ventilation system will have been commissioned before 
occupancy to supply air to and extract air from rooms at rates 
appropriate to the size and type of room (as stipulated by the 
building regulations).

The system will run continuously at a background rate unless 
there is a need for a higher ventilation rate.

The unit has a built-in humidistat which may be used to activate 
boost mode automatically or the system may be boosted when 
bathroom or WC lights are switched-on, or by a boost switch 
in the kitchen. Once humidity levels have dropped (if operated 
by integral humidistat), bathroom or WC lights, or kitchen boost 
switch is switched-off, the unit will return to running at the 
background rate.

Cooling mode:  
If the temperature of the room exceeds the set point, the 
ventilation rate will increase to a level above the boost rate and 
cooling will be activated.

When the indoor temperature drops below the set point, the 
cooling module will automatically turn off and ventilation unit will 
return to background or boost speed (depending on whether boost 
is activated).

The room temperature sensor is factory preset at 23°C but may 
have been adjusted to a higher or lower temperature during 
commissioning to optimise cooling operation.

The room temperature sensor also features an "ECO mode" 
which is pre-set at 25°C (not adjustable) and can be set to 
operate the cooling module at this temperature for a set period 
of time between 1 & 24 hours.  

To set the ECO mode time period, press the green button 
followed by the up and down arrows to set the required time 
period in hourly increments. Allow 5 seconds to pass for the 
setting to take effect. The display will alternate every 5 seconds 
between a countdown of the ECO time remaining and the 
current room temperature. 

To exit the ECO mode, press the ECO button.

Switching the wall mounted temperature sensor off, will disable 
the cooling module only.
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Your home has been fitted with a Nuaire 
energy efficient extract fan, in order to create a 
healthier living environment.
Washing, cooking, bathing and showering are everyday 
activities that produce moisture in a home. The humid 
environment generated by the moisture creates the ideal 
conditions for condensation and mould to start to form. 
Cyfan is designed to extract that excess moisture from 
your home and prevent any problems, such as streaming 
windows, musty air and mould growth.

How does it work?
The Cyfan extract fan is fitted into kitchens, bathrooms 
and utility areas of your home and extracts air from these 
locations.

When installing your fan, your housing provider would 
have set your fan to work in the best way for your 
property, in order to make sure it is adequately ventilated.

There will be occasions however when the humidity/
moisture levels in your home will increase from above 
normal, usually from cooking, bathing or showering. 
During those times, the fan has a functionality to 
increase its capacity to remove the excess moisture. This 
functionality is called boost.

We recommend that during times of cooking, showering 
or bathing that you ensure your fan is set to boost.
There are a number of ways this can be done, and how 
your fan will work to boost, depends on the settings your 
housing provider has set when they installed the fan. 

If your fan is fitted with a pull cord, this maybe used as and 
when required to boost your fan.

You may notice that when you switch your light switch 
on, your fan will boost. This is normal and once the light 
is switched off the fan will drop back down to normal 
operation.

When extra moisture is produced from bathing or cooking, 
you may notice an increase in the fan speed. This 
operation is automatic and your fan will return to normal 
operation once the moisture decreases.

Important please note that your boost system may have 
been set to have a run on timer, which will result in the 
boost function running for a little while longer after the 
boost function has been switched off. This is to make sure 
the excess moisture is totally cleared.

Why do I need a Cyfan fan in my home and 
how will it benefit me?
Condensation dampness is more common than you may 
think, particularly in older homes that are poorly ventilat-
ed. Excess moisture is produced by every day activities 
such as bathing, cooking, washing and drying your clothes 
inside.

Condensed water provides the ideal conditions for mould 
spores already in the air to germinate and grow, damaging 
your walls, furniture and clothes and contributing to health 
problems.

Having the unit in your home prevents condensation by 
keeping moisture levels low and when used correctly, it 
will protect your home from mould/damp.

The unit will improve your indoor air quality and create a 
healthier living environment.
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At installation your fan will be set to work in a way that 
will appropriately ventilate your home. How this has been 
set will have been decided by your housing provider. 
Unless your fan is set to be manually boosted by a pull 
cord or light switch (as described in page 1), there is no 
operation required.

How do I operate the unit?

What maintenance is required?
 In terms of maintenance the fan requires very little 
attention as its a filterless fan. The fan has been designed 
for ease of cleaning and requires the following simple steps 
to be undertaken:
•  Clip off the front cover and remove the grille.
•  As you remove the grille a magnet will deactivate the 

fan for safety
•  Remove the impeller and clean in warm soapy water.
•  Replace the impeller (note it will only fit one way to 

ensure correct balancing), grille and front cover and the 
fan will start working again.

How much does the Cyfan extract fan cost to 
run?
Annual running costs with boost functionality running at 
2 hours per day @ 33.2p/kWh are:

Based on standard variable from the UK Government (www.
gov.co.uk). The average unit price for customers on stand-
ard variable tariffs subject to Ofgem’s price cap. 33.2p/kWh 
(pence per kilowatt hour).

Intermittent setting:
• Bathroom set on 15 l/s = £0.73
• Kitchen set on 30 l/s = £1.05
• 60 l/s = £7.27

Continuous Setting:
• Bathroom set on 8 l/s = £8.48
• 13 l/s = £11.15
• Kitchen set on 13 l/s = £11.15
• 18 l/s = £13.81

Will the fan be noisy?
Cyfan has been designed especially for the Social 
Housing Market and when designing we made sure we 
took into consideration, tenants concerns regarding noise. 
As a result the fan is quiet running.

If I need some advice. Who do I contact?
Nuaire have a team of technical experts on hand to help. 
Our operating hours are:

9am to 4:30pm Monday to Thursday
9am to 4:00pm Friday
Closed weekends and Bank Holidays 

Contact us on 029 2085 8400 (option 2).

When calling Nuaire if possible please check your fan for 
the serial number located on the fan label.

For more information visit www.nuaire.co.uk Part no. 671629UG
February 2024


